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The Sea surface KInematics Multiscale monitoring (SKIM) satellite mission is designed

to explore ocean surface current and waves. This includes tropical currents, notably the

poorly known patterns of divergence and their impact on the ocean heat budget, and

monitoring of the emerging Arctic up to 82.5◦N. SKIM will also make unprecedented

direct measurements of strong currents, from boundary currents to the Antarctic

circumpolar current, and their interaction with ocean waves with expected impacts

on air-sea fluxes and extreme waves. For the first time, SKIM will directly measure

the ocean surface current vector from space. The main instrument on SKIM is a

Ka-band conically scanning, multi-beam Doppler radar altimeter/wave scatterometer

that includes a state-of-the-art nadir beam comparable to the Poseidon-4 instrument on

Sentinel 6. The well proven Doppler pulse-pair technique will give a surface drift velocity

representative of the top meter of the ocean, after subtracting a large wave-induced

contribution. Horizontal velocity components will be obtained with an accuracy better

than 7 cm/s for horizontal wavelengths larger than 80 km and time resolutions larger

than 15 days, with a mean revisit time of 4 days for of 99% of the global oceans. This will

provide unique and innovative measurements that will further our understanding of the

transports in the upper ocean layer, permanently distributing heat, carbon, plankton, and

plastics. SKIM will also benefit from co-located measurements of water vapor, rain rate,

sea ice concentration, and wind vectors provided by the European operational satellite
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MetOp-SG(B), allowing many joint analyses. SKIM is one of the two candidate satellite

missions under development for ESA Earth Explorer 9. The other candidate is the Far

infrared Radiation Understanding and Monitoring (FORUM). The final selection will be

announced by September 2019, for a launch in the coming decade.

Keywords: ocean current, tropics, Arctic, Doppler, altimetry, sea state, remote sensing, ocean waves

1. SCIENCE GAPS AND SKIM OBJECTIVES

Satellite altimetry, combined with gravimetry and in situ drifter
climatology, has provided a wealth of observations on surface
currents during the past 25 years. Away from the Equator,
the altimetry constellation resolves spatial scales larger than
200 km wavelength and time scales larger than 2 weeks (e.g.,
Ducet et al., 2000; Rio et al., 2014; Morrow et al., 2019). Large
gaps remain in the observation capabilities of currents, winds
and waves, especially in the Tropics, for extreme winds, and
for frontal areas or small-scale processes that require high-
resolution measurements. These are particularly important at
high latitudes. Development in the understanding of radar
echoes from the oceans in Ka-band (Yurovsky et al., 2017),
allowing higher resolution measurements, and of Doppler
measurements in general (Chapron et al., 2005; Yurovsky et al.,
2018) show that it is feasible to measure surface currents more
directly. Responding to a fast-track call from the European
Space Agency, SKIM leverages the development of near-nadir
instruments such as SWIM (Hauser et al., 2017) with addition
of Doppler processing. This combines a classical nadir altimeter
with oblique beams, all operating in Ka-band. This instrument
design offers a unique opportunity to explore ocean circulation
beyond geostrophy and develop a new generation of global
ocean circulation observing system, building on proven altimetry
techniques. Other approaches, combining higher incidence
angles scatterometry techniques with new antenna technology
are also under development (Chelton et al., 2019).

Today’s limited knowledge of currents is particularly
problematic around the Equator, since it limits our capability
to analyze and predict the mixed layer heat budget because the
surface temperature variability is driven by ocean dynamics,
with far-reaching impacts on the global climate (Hummels et al.,
2014). Ocean assimilating models and reanalyses have little
skill in reproducing equatorial surface currents, particularly
meridional velocity fluctuations that peak at intraseasonal
timescales (e.g., Schlundt et al., 2014), resulting in limited
seasonal weather forecasting skills. Measuring surface currents
with an accuracy of 0.1 m/s on each component (zonal and
meridional) for monthly averages at 300 km wavelengths and
larger would provide a great step forward in our understanding
of equatorial dynamics.

The high latitudes including ice-covered regions, and in
particular the Arctic, are other regions with poor measurements
of surface currents. These currents are important from a climate
perspective as they transport freshwater from river run-off in
the Arctic basin and melting of the Greenland ice sheet, to the
North Atlantic where it can modify the intensity of deep water

formation (e.g., Lique et al., 2016), impacting the global ocean
circulation. Retrieving geostrophic currents from altimetry in ice-
covered regions is now possible (Armitage et al., 2017, 2018),
albeit at too low resolution compared to the dominant energy-
containing structures, with horizontal scales characterized by the
Rossby deformation radius, typically smaller than 10 km in these
regions. Both small-scale eddies and wind-driven currents must
be resolved in the ice-covered regions to better quantify and
understand the cross-shelf fluxes of heat and freshwater (e.g.,
Spall et al., 2018; Stewart et al., 2018), the location and evolution
of the polar and subpolar gyres (Armitage et al., 2017, 2018; Dotto
et al., 2018), as well as the regions of deep water convection (e.g.,
Lique and Thomas, 2018).

Figures 1D–F illustrates the intense circulation patterns
across the ice edge that are expected from numerical modeling
but only known qualitatively because quantitative analysis
methods using optical or SAR image pairs fail due to its
rapid dynamics. The Arctic marginal ice zone is a “mare
incognitum” that, by the year 2030, is predicted to expand
significantly, under the combined effect of atmospheric and
oceanic warming, enhanced ice fragmentation by waves
(Aksenov et al., 2017) and increased influence of ocean
mesoscale activity (Manucharyan and Thompson, 2017).
Measurements are missing to address the questions on
freshwater transport and ice edge evolution. SKIM will be
the first mission to provide much needed data on surface
currents, ice drift and wave spectra (e.g., Stopa et al., 2018),
at higher spatio-temporal resolution than is available today.
These observations are needed to improve the parameterizations
of turbulent fluxes, sea ice rheology, wave-ice interactions,
and ocean circulation in climate models and weather
forecasting systems.

Resolving waves down to 30 m wavelength, SKIM
measurements will provide accurate estimates of the Stokes
drift profile in oceans, marginal, and inland seas. Combined
with the surface current measurement, Stokes drift data will lead
to more accurate analysis and simulation of the poorly known
pathways of floating material such as (plastic) debris, abandoned
fishing gear, and biological material (Maes et al., 2018; van
Sebille et al., 2018). For example, Fraser et al. (2018) showed
that kelp found on Antarctic coastlines could only have traveled
from lower-latitude sites where it normally grows, thanks to
the southward Stokes drift that opposes the northward Ekman
transport. As Lagrangian pathways are typically very sensitive to
the flow field, accurate knowledge of the surface flow improves
our ability to track surface floating debris and determine how
microplastic at the surface ocean is transported from coastlines
into the open-ocean accumulation zones (Lebreton et al., 2018).
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Example snapshot of the global ocean current magnitude (color) as given by the MITgcm 1/48◦ global model simulation LLC4320 (Rocha et al.,

2016), containing density-driven, wind-driven, and tidal currents. The pink boxes around Fram strait and the tropical Atlantic correspond to the other panels. The color

bar corresponds to (B,C,E,F). (B) close-up on the Tropical Atlantic, and (C) a 1-day coverage by SKIM including realistic measurement uncertainties. The central part

of the swaths is masked where uncertainties on the along-track velocity component are largest. (D) Example of marginal ice zone in Fram strait viewed with optical

imagery and characterized by ice bands along the meandering ice edge, with large floes in the ice pack. Ice drift (colors and arrows) is estimated over the ice pack

from Sentinel-1 image pair correlations, courtesy of A. Korosov (NERSC). (E) Modeled ocean circulation at high resolution (Hutter et al., 2018) showing intense

ice-edge jets and Svalbard coastal current that would be observed several times a day by SKIM. The footprints of SKIM across a 320-km swath are represented by

small colored circles. (F) Multi-swath surface current magnitude including realistic measurement uncertainties. This figure is adapted from The SKIM Team (2017).

The combination of surface currents and wave measurements are
also needed to better understand high sea states (Ardhuin et al.,
2017; Quilfen et al., 2018) and extreme individual waves (Fedele
et al., 2016). As currents define the spatial patterns of sea states

at scales under 200 km, they also impact and coastal hazards in
a way that is poorly known, contributing to large uncertainties
in extreme coastal sea levels (e.g., Guza and Feddersen, 2012;
Dodet et al., 2018).
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The ocean uptake of greenhouse gases is highly variable in
space and time, and has so far been responsible for the absorption
of about 25% of the total anthropogenic CO2 (Le Quéré et al.,
2016). This flux is strongly influenced by horizontal transport
across high gradient regions. Among these, continental shelves,
covering just∼5% of the world ocean’s surface, play an important
role in the global carbon. The heterogeneous nature of shelves
(e.g., Canals et al., 2006; Bröder et al., 2018), and the difficulty
to obtain reliable current estimates there, means that carbon
dynamics are often poorly quantified andmonitored within these
regions. Accurate knowledge of surface water velocities across
continental shelf boundaries, vertical shear and turbulence, and
surface divergence will improve our ability to monitor how the
oceans are impacted and reacting to a changing climate.

We need better measurements of surface currents and waves
for all the scientific and societal questions listed above, and
many other applications (The SKIM Team, 2017). This is critical
to better understand the ocean’s role in the Earth system.
With SKIM, kinematic variables (surface current, ice drift,
waves) can be resolved at smaller scales than those at which
dynamic variables (sea level, wind stress) are available today, and
complementary to planned higher resolution missions such as
SWOT for sea level (Morrow et al., 2019), and CIMR for surface
temperature and salinity (Kilic et al., 2018).

2. SKIM MEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE

The SKIM mission concept, now being studied, is designed to fly
in tandem with the operational satellite MetOp-SG(B), following
a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 824 km. The main
innovation is the combination of rotating beams similar to SWIM
on CFOSAT, here with incidence angles θi = 0 (nadir), 6 and 12◦,
with a Doppler capability that will measure the surface velocity
vector and ocean wave spectra across a 320-km swath.

The sampling properties of SKIM are summarized and
illustrated in Figure 2.

Starting with the lowest level data in Figure 2A, SKIM
measures backscattered power and Doppler velocity in range-
resolved beams with 0.7-m line of sight resolution. For 12◦

incidence, this gives a ground-projected resolution of 3.5 m. The
velocity is given by the phase different of consecutive pulses
(pulse-pairs) transmitted at a frequency of 32 KHz. This high
pulse repetition frequency guarantees a high coherence between
consecutive pulses. These range-resolved data correspond to
averages in the azimuth direction, so that all patterns are
averaged out except for features, including modulating waves,
perpendicular to the range direction. This is the principle of
the “matching wavefront technique” demonstrated with airborne
radars (Jackson et al., 1985), and now working in space with
the Ku-band SWIM radar on CFOSAT. SWIM uses much larger
(18 km) footprints than SKIM, and SKIM includes a Doppler
processing that is not available on SWIM. SAR-unfocused
processing is used on SKIM to improve azimuthal resolution,
down to 300 m, and enhance the modulation signals (see
Nouguier et al., 2018). This resolution in range and azimuth
will be also used to remove outliers within the radar footprint,

such as the ship that appears as a white spot in Figure 2C, and
to correct for Doppler biases due to variations of backscatter
power with azimuth. Each footprint produces measurements
of the current velocity along the local range direction, and a
wavenumber spectrum of waves propagating to and from the
range direction, similar to the SWIM instrument on CFOSAT
(Hauser et al., 2017), but resolving shorter wave components,
down to 30 m wavelength compared to 70 m with SWIM. These
footprints are arranged in the pattern shown in Figure 2D.

The combination of all beams across the 320 km wide swath
shown in Figure 2D is such that each 30× 30 km square contains
at least two measurements, giving the two components of the
current vector. The full directional wave spectrum is obtained
over a 75 × 75 km box. As discussed by Rodríguez et al.
(2018) for the DopplerScat airborne instrument, this viewing
geometry suffers from a Geometrical Dilution of Precision,
well known for coastal HF radar instruments. Namely, the
outer part of the swath mostly contains measurements of the
cross-track velocity component while at nadir only the along-
track velocity is measured. This, however, can be mitigated
using a cross-track estimate of the geostrophic part of the
current using the sea surface height anomaly given by the
nadir beam.

The most novel measurement of SKIM is the line of sight
velocity VLOS using off-nadir beams. Given the incidence θi,
the ground projection into a radial component VLOS/ sin θi
that contains a non-geophysical contribution VNG/ sin θi due
to the satellite velocity (around 7 km/s), and Earth rotation
(around 400 m/s). The residual, a few meters per second, is
the geophysical velocity. In the case of the baseline pulse-pair
processing, it contains a wave contribution to the Doppler UWD

of the order of 1.5 m/s similar to the one measured with Envisat
(Figure 5 in Chapron et al., 2005), and the surface current, of the
order of 0.3 m/s, averaged over the top meter. An experimental
delta-K processing with three fixed delta-K bands will also be
implemented. This is similar to HF radar with a well-knownUWD

equal to the phase speed associated to the selected wavelength and
a current averaged over different depth ranges, typically the top
5, 12, and 20 m. Therefore, SKIM will give complementary
estimates, from pulse-pair and delta-K processing, of
the near-surface current from the VLOS integrated over
different depths,

U = (VLOS − VNG)/ sin θi − UWD = UGD − UWD. (1)

The accuracy of SKIM current retrieval relies on excellent
pointing retrieval and the combination of wind vector, from
MetOp-SG(B), and wave parameters from both the nadir and
oblique beams, in order to estimate UWD within a few percent.

The contemporaneousmeasurements of ice and rain detection
from the MWI radiometer on MetOp-SG(B) will provide
additional flag-setting capabilities that are otherwise based on the
variance of backscatter and Doppler within each SKIM footprint.
Also, MWI water vapor will be used in the wet tropospheric
range correction for the nadir beam. More importantly, the
contemporaneous measurement of wind vectors from SCA
on MetOp-SG, with currents and waves from SKIM, opens
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FIGURE 2 | Spatial scales covered in the SKIM measurement, from (A) the range-resolved Doppler velocity and back-scatter power that correspond to 2,048 range

gates at 0.7 m resolution (cyan lines). The data in (A) corresponds to an average over the azimuthal direction, perpendicular to the range direction. The averaged

features include the wind-generated waves that appear in (B), as resolved in a Sentinel-2 image. These measurements are made within footprints such as shown in

(C) that have a diameter of 6 km. Yet, different azimutal “strips” with 300-m resolution can be separated (red boxes in C). The footprints are sparsely distributed across

a 320-km wide swath shown in (D). These footprints are obtained by the rotation of beams on the SKIM radar, with 3 beams looking at 12◦ incidence in color, 2

beams at 6◦ in gray, and one beam at nadir in black. The 824 km altitude orbit considered today gives an average revisit time between 8 h and 4 days shown in (E).

possibilities for a wide range of applications. Just like the full
wave spectrum measurement will lead to a revisit in the analysis
of wave-induced biases in nadir altimetry, this first measurement
of full wave spectra and scatterometer winds will also be unique
for estimating and correcting systematic currents (Quilfen et al.,
2004) and sea state biases in wind retrievals. The combination of
the two missions is also a distinctive opportunity to refine our
understanding of air-sea energy (wind work) and momentum
(wind stress) fluxes.

SKIM provides a higher spatial resolution than today’s
altimeter constellation, comparable to the resolution of SWOT,
thanks to a wider swath. Because smaller scales move faster, this
new data will bring particular challenges related to the aliasing
of near-inertial currents, semi-diurnal internal tides, and diurnal
cycles of currents that are important in the tropics. This may
call for a separation of unbalanced (wind-driven, near-inertial,
internal tides) and balanced (i.e., geostrophic) motions that is a
very active topic of research, in particular in the context of the
SWOT mission (e.g., Torres et al., 2018; Morrow et al., 2019).
Although the average time revisit of SKIM (4 days) is large,
part of the fast motions are coherent over 4 inertial periods and
relatively large horizontal scales (e.g., Kim and Kosro, 2013).
Ongoing work suggests that inertial oscillations in the SKIM data
may be separated from the more slowly-evolving motions. These
efforts are complementary to those focused on the sea surface
expression of internal waves in the context of SWOT (Morrow

et al., 2019). Finally, with a launch date in the coming decade
and a design lifetime of 5 years, SKIM may fly for some time
together with SWOT, with highly complementary measurements
for the joint analysis of balanced and unbalanced motions, and
their interactions.

3. EXPECTED PERFORMANCE

The main requirement for surface velocity measurement for
SKIM is related to the scientific applications described above
with a root mean square accuracy of 0.07 m/s for each velocity
component, zonal and meridional, for wavelengths larger than
100 km, and time scales over 15 days. The spatial scales are
relaxed to 200 km for tropical latitudes. The performance
of SKIM is thus tested by verifying that simulated SKIM
measurements, based on modeled currents and waves, are
consistent with the input model fields. The modeled currents
used here, from the MITgcm, probably overestimate the internal
wave energy by about a factor 2, and underestimate the near-
inertial energy by about a factor 2 (Menemenlis, personal
communication). These biases are not yet corrected for when the
SKIM performance is evaluated, and we expect that the effective
SKIM resolution found heremay be slightly optimistic away from
the tropics due to the underestimated near-inertial energy.

At present, the main source of uncertainty in our retrieval of
the surface current is due to the uncertainty onUWD. At Ka-band
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and for incidences less than 20◦, UWD is of the order of 25 times
the radial component of the surface Stokes drift US (Nouguier
et al., 2018; Yurovsky et al., 2018), and US is approximately
1.2% of the radial wind component (Rascle et al., 2006);
(Peureux et al., 2018).

Accurate measurements of the geophysical surface velocity
UGD require a very accurate knowledge of the platform attitude,
and characterization of the backscatter inhomogeneities within
the footprint, which can be due to rain, wind variability, slicks,
ships, etc. For the rotating SKIM configuration, the pitch and
roll of the radar beam can be estimated from the variation in
back scatter cross-section across the footprint (Ardhuin et al.,
2018). More crucial is the mis-knowledge the yaw pointing. A
yaw error of 0.001◦ causes a Doppler shift of 30 Hz amplitude for
θi = 12◦, and is equivalent to a mean cross-track current error of
≈ 10 cm/s. The requirements on the yaw knowledge for the SKIM
radar has thus been refined to take advantage of the rotating beam
geometry using a data-driven approach similar to Rodríguez
et al. (2018), with a residual attitude-related uncertainty on the
retrieved current of a few centimeter per second, accomodated
within the mission requirements.

The separation of wave UWD and current U contributions to
the Doppler velocity is complicated by the natural correlation
of waves and currents at the scales of interest (Ardhuin et al.,
2017). Previous Doppler current measurements (Rouault et al.,
2010; Martin et al., 2016) used a wind-derived proxy to correct
for the wave bias. However, for any given location, UWD has
root mean square variations of ±40% for any wind speed, due
to the variability in the sea state (Ardhuin et al., 2018). Adding
sea state parameters from the resolved modulations and the
near-nadir measurements of wave height and mean square slope
lead to an uncertainty on UWD that is under 10%, accounting
for 30–50% of the overall uncertainty on the surface current
retrieval, depending on the strength of surface current gradients
and on the local wave field (Ardhuin et al., 2018). We have
thus investigated different regions of interest to estimate SKIM
uncertainties. Looking at the along-track coherence of the cross-
track current between the simulated SKIM currents and the input
surface current fields, we define the effective resolution as the
wavelength at which the coherence drops below 0.5.

Starting from single footprints, 6 km in diameter, the root
mean square uncertainties for the radial current component are
around 0.1 cm/s. For gridded current components, uncertainties
are reduced by spatial averaging. Our current approach uses
optimal interpolation leading to an effective resolution that is
within the requirements, typically around 70 km wavelength
when considering a single swath corresponding to a snapshot
of the surface current. When considering the time evolution
of the surface current and comparing that to a multi-swath
SKIM simulated product, the smaller scales are not resolved
because they move faster, and the effective resolution ranges
from 70 km at high latitude, to 250 km at the equator, as
illustrated in Figure 1. We typically find 80 km at mid latitude
which is half of the effective resolution of today’s nadir
satellite altimeter constellation.

Future work will certainly better take wave-current
correlations into account. A direct assimlation of the total

geophysical velocity in a coupled wave-current models should
be an optimal use of the data, fully taking advantage of the
combined wave and current measurements.

4. CONCLUSIONS

SKIM builds on the proven altimetry technique for sea
surface height and derived geostrophic near-surface current
estimates, adding a global monitoring of all ageostrophic flow
components. SKIM will for the first time measure the full
surface current vector at the same time as highly resolved two-
dimensional and unambiguous wave spectra over the global
ocean. This will reveal the transport of heat in the tropics,
freshwater in the Arctic and plankton or plastics everywhere
with unprecedented resolution. SKIM will also resolve the sea
states in all marginal and enclosed seas. By flying in formation
with MetOp-SG(B), SKIM will allow unique analyses of air-sea
fluxes that will use wind vector measurements, rain rate, and sea
ice concentration.

All this will happen if the SKIM concept is indeed selected
to become the 9th ESA Earth Explorer mission, a selection
that will happen in Summer 2019 based on the result of
simulations and campaign analysis, that will benefit from the
mobilization of the oceanographic community and demonstrate
the soundness of the SKIM concept. We hope to celebrate
this success at the upcoming OceanObs’19 conference, and
we will work with the community to define a roadmap on
the development of tools and validation plans. These are
needed to facilitate the uptake, over the next decade, of
the new globally measured variable that is the total surface
current vector.
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